Using social norms and commitment to promote pro-environmental behavior among hotel guests
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A B S T R A C T

This research compares the effectiveness of commitment and normative strategies to promote towel reuse among hotel guests. We used a 2 (commitment vs no commitment) × 2 (norm vs no norm) between-participants quasi-experimental design to create four communication strategies. The first strategy consisted of a simple in-room message reminding guests that they could contribute to environmental conservation by reusing their towels. The second added a normative appeal to this message (i.e., “75% of guests reuse their towels”). The third used a commitment strategy whereby the initial message (simple in-room message) was combined with a preparatory request (i.e., hang a card on room door to show you support the hotel’s initiative). Finally, the fourth included both the normative appeal and the preparatory request. The results demonstrate that the isolated use of norms and commitment has a positive effect on guests’ pro-environmental behavior. We also observe that the combined use of these two strategies does not result in increased pro-environmental behavior in comparison to when they are used separately.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the face of spiraling and increasingly urgent environmental concerns, the tourism and hospitality industry has had to adapt to provide services that integrate ecological initiatives (Henriques & Sadorsky, 1996; Van Vugt, 2009). Beyond its purely ecological aspect, green initiatives have also allowed hoteliers to generate considerable savings, especially in terms of labor, use of water, energy and detergents (Susskind & Verma, 2011). For example, the Energy Star program (2010, in Baca-Motes, Brown, Gneezy, Keenan, & Nelson, 2013) estimated that reducing energy consumption by 10% would allow the U.S. hotel industry to save approximately $750 million per year.

Although some ecological initiatives require substantial financial investment, others such as encouraging guests to reuse their bath towels are much less onerous. This type of initiative meets guests’ desire to be more mindful of the environment (Laroche, Bergeron, & Barbaro-Forleo, 2001) and is becoming a standard approach in the hospitality industry (Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008). Moreover, the associated profits — estimated to reach $6.50 per occupant and per night (Griffin, 2001) — encourage hoteliers to place signs in bathrooms to give guests the possibility to reuse their towels.

Even if guests’ interest in ecological issues is obvious, there is still a gap between pro-environmental attitudes and sustainable behaviors (McKenzie-Mohr & Smith, 1999). Indeed, the tools used to promote sustainable behavior in the hospitality industry are often developed intuitively and their effectiveness seems limited (Cialdini, 2007; Goldstein, Griskevicius, & Cialdini, 2007; Goldstein et al., 2008). Hoteliers usually choose communication channels that inform their guests about the importance of adopting pro-environmental behaviors to preserve natural resources and contribute to the protection of the environment. The underlying assumption is that changing attitudes and/or knowledge might automatically trigger new guest behavior (Schultz, 2002). However, although there is a link between pro-environmental attitudes and pro-environmental behaviors, a pro-environmental attitude does not always foster pro-environmental behavior (Poortiga, Steg & Vlek, 2004; Schultz & Zelezny, 1999).

Two main research approaches are proposed to counter the limited effectiveness of hoteliers’ strategies and bridge the gap between attitude and behavior: the first is to use social norms to...
trigger guests’ pro-environmental behavior while the second is to use commitment tools.

2. Literature review

2.1. Social norms

Social norms can be defined as a set of “rules and norms that are understood by members of a group, and that guide and/or constrain human behavior without the force of laws” (Cialdini & Trost, 1998, p. 152). The focus theory of normative conduct (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Kallgren, Reno, & Cialdini, 2000; Reno, Cialdini, & Kallgren, 1993) proposes to distinguish between two types of norms: 1) Injunctive norms, on the one hand, which refer to what most people approve of in a given culture. They guide behavior through social pressure linked to the potential evaluation of certain behaviors, often expressed through rewards and punishments; 2) Descriptive norms, on the other hand, refer to the most commonly observed behavior in a given situation, i.e. behavior adopted by a majority of people.

These two types of social norms refer to the two distinct functions that can be ascribed to the prescriptive function and the descriptive function of social norms. In the first case, norms encourage individuals to behave in accordance with the values held by the broader society, while the second fosters actions that reflect what is most commonly done. A normative message is a message which, on the one hand, reminds guests of the value of their behavior and, on the other hand, highlights the fact that this behavior is adopted by a majority of people (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Goldstein et al., 2007). Many studies have shown that a normative message is more effective in increasing sustainable behaviors than a simple persuasive message (Nolan, Schultz, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2008; Schultz, 1999). For instance, in the hospitality industry, research has demonstrated that guests are more likely to reuse towels when they know that other guests are doing the same thing versus when they are merely informed of the environmental benefits of towel reuse. Several North American hotels already use this type of message successfully (Goldstein et al., 2008; Schultz, Khazian, & Zaleski, 2008). For example, Schultz et al. (2008) report a 25% increase in towel reuse when a normative message was used to inform guests that most of their peers had already adopted this kind of behavior (compared to rooms using standard message).

2.2. Commitment

People generally aim to be as consistent as possible in their commitments, choices and behaviors (Cialdini, 2007). Therefore, a number of studies have shown that the need to be consistent with one’s commitments is a powerful influential tool (Cialdini, 2007; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Commitment can be defined as ‘a pledging or binding of the individual to behavioral acts’ (Kiesler & Sakumura, 1966, p.349).

For example, the foot-in-the-door technique (Freedman & Fraser, 1966) demonstrates that obtaining low-cost behavior can promote more costly behavior. In their study, Freedman and Fraser (1966) demonstrated that individuals who had made the decision to perform a low-cost preparatory request - placing a small sign promoting road safety in front of their house - were more likely to accept a more significant target request, such as putting up a large sign to promote road safety. In this study, the first decision (accepting to place the small sign in their yard) sent the participants on a behavioral path that created a need to uphold their commitment. Accepting to perform the target behavior (to put the large sign in their yard) is the consequence of this need. It is indeed logical to expect that a person who begins to fight for road safety by taking on a low-cost commitment will later engage in increasingly significant behavior to defend this cause. These results have since been confirmed by a number of studies that prove that making a commitment is an effective means of obtaining desired behaviors, especially in terms of sustainable behaviors (Lokhorst, Werner, Staats, Van Dijk, & Gale, 2013; Matthes, Klöckner, & Preisnzer, 2006).

However, the decision has to be made under specific conditions in order to generate commitment. According to Joule and Beauvais (1998), it is better that the decision is 1) sufficiently costly; 2) sufficiently visible and 3) be motivated by internal reasons such as beliefs and attitudes rather than external factors such as fear of sanction or the expectation of reinforcements.

For example, different studies (Burger, 1999; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Cialdini & Trost, 1998) have shown that public commitments, by reinforcing the link between an individual and his/her behaviors, create a significant need for consistency. Applied to the hospitality industry, Baca-Motes et al. (2013) and Terrier and Marfaing (2015) have demonstrated that the use of commitment tools motivate guests to engage in pro-environmental behaviors (respectively, in the United States and Europe). In these studies, guests were required to make a commitment in order to attain a target behavior, in this case reusing towels. Baca-Motes et al. (2013) committed guests by asking them — during the check in — to accept to wear a pin to show their pro-environmental commitment. Terrier and Marfaing (2015) allowed the guests to hang a sign on the door handle outside their room indicating whether or not they wished to participate in a towel reuse program. Here, the request was not made directly by the hotel staff but was written on a sign placed in the bathroom. Both studies underline the positive effects of commitment in order to increase pro-environmental behaviors.

The objective of this research paper is, on the one hand, to replicate the effects related to these two influential tools, and, on the other hand, to test for the possibility of associating them. To this end, we have set up a 2 (commitment vs. no commitment) X 2 (norm vs. no norm) between-participants quasi-experimental design. Several studies focusing on environmental psychology have shown that people’s behaviors result from various motivations (Guagnano, Stern, & Dietz, 1995; Stern, Dietz, & Kalof, 1993). Using integrative strategies might have an effect on these various motivations (Steg & Vlek, 2009). In our study, the normative message could act on the person’s normative motivation whereas the commitment could act on his motivation for consistency (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Indeed, the commitment could tend to reinforce guests’ perception of themselves as being environmentally friendly (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). We therefore created four communication tools that encouraged guests to reuse their towels; each sign matched a special experimental situation (no norm/no commitment; no norm/commitment; norm/no commitment; norm and commitment combined).

H1. We expected clients staying in rooms in which a committing message was placed to reuse a greater number of towels than those staying in rooms without the committing message. Indeed,
soliciting a commitment from guests should increase the probability that a target behavior (reusing towels) will match this initial commitment (Terrier & Marfaing, 2015; Baca-Motes et al., 2013).

H2. We expected clients staying in rooms in which a normative message was placed to reuse a greater number of towels than those staying in rooms without the normative message. Indeed, the use of social norms, i.e., reminding clients that the expected behavior is both encouraged and performed by the majority of clients, should cause them to perform the expected behavior (Cialdini et al., 1991; Goldstein et al., 2008; Schultz et al., 2008).

H3. We expected that the simultaneous use of commitment and norms would motivate clients to reuse a greater number of towels. In other words, we expected the simultaneous use of these two strategies to be more effective than the use of only one strategy. Indeed, these two tools could act on 1) the willingness of individuals to conform to social norms set by the group and 2) their willingness to maintain a sufficient level of consistency (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Moreover, according to Grandjean and Gueguen (2011) combining a commitment with a persuasive message – i.e., the normative message – “converts the status of that individual from receiver to actor. This transformation enhances the probability that the individual will react in concrete terms to the message.” (p. 1212).

3. Method

3.1. Participants

The guests from 110 rooms in a four-star hotel located in the Lausanne region (Switzerland) participated in this experiment (66 standard category rooms and 44 superior category rooms). Prior to the experiment, the rooms were assigned one of the four conditions of the 2 (commitment; no commitment) X 2 (norm; no norm) between-participants quasi-experimental design: 26 in the no norm/no commitment condition, 32 in the norm/no commitment condition, 26 in the no norm/commitment condition and 26 in the norm and commitment combined condition. We have tried to randomize room allocations to the fullest extent possible. Nevertheless, we had to deal with several constraints. For instance, rooms assigned to our different experimental groups were grouped by floors to facilitate the work of housekeeping and to make it possible to carry out our quasi-experimental design.

Because a stay of at least two nights is necessary to observe the behavior related to towel reuse (Schultz et al., 2008), we only selected two-night stays (or more). We also excluded clients who refused housekeeping service from the sample. A total of 803 usable stays were obtained and data was gathered between January and March 2013.

3.2. Material

Four different messages regarding towel reuse were printed on plastic cards (29.5 cm x 10.5 cm) and placed in visible locations in the hotel bathrooms.

In the rooms without normative appeals or commitment, the message was the following: Dear Guest, in an effort to conserve natural resources, our hotel has implemented a towel reuse program. We can become committed advocates. Only the towels placed in the shower will be replaced.

In the rooms using commitment, a preparatory behavior was requested of the guest (Terrier & Marfaing, 2015; Baca-Motes et al., 2013;). The following comment was then added to the message (without or with a normative appeal): To support our commitment, please hang this card on your bedroom door. This message’s purpose was to commit guests to support the hotel’s eco-friendly strategy.

In the rooms using a normative appeal, the message included a reminder of the norms related to towel reuse (Goldstein et al., 2008). The message was the following: Dear Guest, most of our guests express a desire to preserve natural resources. When an opportunity is provided, over 75% of them choose to reuse their bath towels. To respond to this, our hotel has set up a towel reuse program. You can help us become committed actors. Only the towels placed in the shower will be replaced. The first sentence activated the injunctive norm and the second one the descriptive norm (Schultz et al., 2008).

In the rooms combining commitment and normative appeal, the preparatory behavior request followed the normative message.

3.3. Procedure

Once the cards were placed in the bedrooms, the housekeeping staff was asked to record the number of towels placed in the shower, on a daily basis, using a special form jointly drafted by the management of the hotel. Prior to the experiment, the housekeeping staff was briefly trained to fill out the form. This document allowed us to record information such as the specific staff member’s name, the date, room number, number of occupants or whether they checked in or out that specific day (Schultz et al., 2008).

3.4. Measurement

Our objective was to increase the probability that hotel guests reuse their towels. Similarly to the experiment conducted by Schultz et al. (2008), our measurements were carried out during the first opportunity for reuse, thus the second day of a guest’s stay (the morning after the first night). This ensured that data was consistent and comparable regardless of the duration of the stay (Schultz et al., 2008).

Our dependent variable was the number of towels placed in the shower. The chambermaids were required to change all the towels placed in the shower. Consequently, a higher number of towels in the shower indicated lower levels of reuse behavior. This measurement, present in all research pertaining to the reuse of towels (Goldstein et al., 2008; Schultz et al., 2008), allowed us to assess the importance of reuse behavior under each condition.

4. Results

Out of the 803 usable stays,3 151 were exposed to a no norm/no commitment message (59 in the standard category rooms and 92 in the superior ones), 211 to a norm/no commitment (161 in the standard category rooms and 50 in the superior ones), 209 were exposed to a no norm/commitment message (99 in the standard category rooms and 110 in the superior ones) and 232 were exposed to a combined message including norm and commitment (189 in the standard category rooms and 43 in the superior ones). The average number of nights was 3.07 (SD = 1.35), with a minimum of 2 nights and a maximum of 12 nights. In our sample, the

---

3 As in Schultz et al. (2008) research, a stay is defined as the total number of nights that the guest remained in the hotel.

4 2 night stay or more/guests accepting housekeeping service.
average number of towels placed in the shower on the first opportunity for reuse was 1.66 (SD = 1.02). For these measurements, we observed a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 6 towels.

Contrary to our expectations, in situations mobilizing the commitment, the preparatory behavior requested was almost never carried out (5/441). Because the actual performance of the preparatory behavior was not mandatory for generating the commitment (Cialdini, 2007; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004), we conducted the data analysis under the commitment condition. Moreover, this being applied research, it was important to compare the effectiveness of the different tools, regardless of whether the preparatory behavior was carried out or not.

Number of towels placed in shower. To test our hypotheses, we used a 2 (commitment/no commitment) X 2 (norm/no norm) ANCOVA. The number of guests in the room and the type of room were entered as covariates. As expected, the findings revealed that guests confronted with messages without normative appeal placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1). Therefore, if the activation of norms in standard rooms significantly reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1). Therefore, if the activation of norms in standard rooms significantly reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normative appeal</th>
<th>Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without normative appeal</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With normative appeal</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and commitment was also reproduced (F(1, 791) = 4.020, p < .05, \( \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .005 \)). This analysis further demonstrated the interaction effect between the use of norms and the type of room (F(1, 791) = 9.852, p < .01, \( \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .012 \)) whereby the use of normative messages reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1). Therefore, if the activation of norms in standard rooms significantly reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1). Therefore, if the activation of norms in standard rooms significantly reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1).

5 Consequently, a higher number of towels in the shower indicates lower levels of reuse behavior.

5. Discussion

The results obtained in this study are in line with our expectations and provide evidence that normative and committing communication strategies are effective in triggering sustainable behavior among hotel guests. Indeed, a reminder of social norms fosters guests’ pro-environmental behaviors, such as the reuse of bath towels (Goldstein et al., 2008; Schultz et al., 2008). In addition, the recent findings related to the impact of commitment strategies in triggering pro-environmental behavior in hotels are replicated (Terrier & Marfaing, 2015; Baca-Motes et al., 2013). When they are requested to make an initial commitment, guests are more likely to engage in pro-environmental behaviors such as the reuse of bath towels. It is important to underline that the commitment does not need to be costly if it has other committing characteristics such as its visibility or the fact that the decision is based on guests’ freewill (Joule & Beauvois, 1998). In this case, accepting to hang a sign on the door is relatively cheap but is also highly visible. It is also important to note that, unlike Baca-Motes et al. (2013), the commitment was not requested by a staff member. Indeed, our results show that this request can be made through a sign placed directly in the guests’ bathrooms. Therefore, the proposed strategy allows for considerable time-savings at check-in, which is fundamental for guests.

We should mention that the commitment as used in our study is not a commitment to reuse towels but rather a commitment to support the hotel’s pro-environmental initiative. We choose this commitment to allow guests to feel like “partners” alongside the hotel and its initiative. Indeed, it seemed more artificial to ask the client to sign on to a more personal commitment.

Lastly, our results show that the commitment is effective even though preparatory behavior was not carried out. Indeed, even if the preparatory behavior was not performed, the guests reused

---

5.262, p < .05, see Table 1). Nevertheless, the combined use of the commitment and norms was not significantly more effective than their individual use. Likewise, strategies using either commitment or norm do not differ significantly in terms of effectiveness.

Independent of our experimental manipulations, we also observed that the number of towels placed in the shower on the first opportunity for reuse was greater in the superior bedroom category than in the standard ones (respectively, M = 1.77, SD = 1.01 versus M = 1.59, SD = 1.03; t(801) = −2.34, p < .05, d = .17).

Therefore, we included this variable in our analysis and carried out a 2 (no commitment/commitment) X 2 (norm/no norm) X 2 (standard/superior room) ANCOVA. The number of guests in the room was entered as a covariate. Here, although the effect of commitment (F(1, 791) = 9.880, p < .01, \( \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .012 \)) was present again, the differences related to the use of norms (F(1, 791) = 1.893, ns.) and to the type of room (F(1, 791) = 2.458, ns.) were no longer significant. The interaction between the variables related to norms and commitment was also reproduced (F(1, 791) = 4.020, p < .05, \( \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .005 \)). This analysis further demonstrated the interaction effect between the use of norms and the type of room (F(1, 791) = 9.852, p < .01, \( \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .012 \)) whereby the use of normative messages reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1). Therefore, if the activation of norms in standard rooms significantly reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1). Therefore, if the activation of norms in standard rooms significantly reduced the number of towels placed in the shower only for standard rooms (see Fig. 1).

5.262, p < .05, see Table 1). Nevertheless, the combined use of the commitment and norms was not significantly more effective than their individual use. Likewise, strategies using either commitment or norm do not differ significantly in terms of effectiveness.

Independent of our experimental manipulations, we also observed that the number of towels placed in the shower on the first opportunity for reuse was greater in the superior bedroom category than in the standard ones (respectively, M = 1.77, SD = 1.01 versus M = 1.59, SD = 1.03; t(801) = −2.34, p < .05, d = .17).

Therefore, we included this variable in our analysis and carried out a 2 (no commitment/commitment) X 2 (norm/no norm) X 2 (standard/superior room) ANCOVA. The number of guests in the room was entered as a covariate. Here, although the effect of commitment (F(1, 791) = 9.880, p < .01, \( \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .012 \)) was present again, the differences related to the use of norms (F(1, 791) = 1.893, ns.) and to the type of room (F(1, 791) = 2.458, ns.) were no longer significant. The interaction between the variables related to norms
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Fig. 1. Number of towels placed in the shower as a function of use of normative appeal and room type.
their towels substantially more often when they were confronted with the committing message. This could be explained by an attitudinal conception of commitment (Cialdini, 2007; Lokhorst et al., 2013) according to which the commitment reinforces individuals' attitudes, which in turn reinforce behavior in a more consequential way (Holland, Verplanken, & Van Knippenberg, 2002; Pardini & Katzev, 1983–1984). Here, the commitment triggered by the preparatory request could strengthen guests’ pro-environmental attitudes. Consequently, the individuals would be more likely to reuse their towels so as to be consistent with their freshly strengthened environmental convictions.

However, our results do not allow us to conclude that the joint use of these two influential tools is more effective than their isolated use. Indeed, although the combined ‘norm and commitment’ communication strategy is significantly different from standard strategies it does not differ from the commitment strategy or the normative communication strategy (even if the difference is nearly significant). Steg and Vlek (2009) recommend the use of informational and structural intervention strategies to maximize the effectiveness of environmental campaigns. Therefore, it is possible that the use of two informational strategies in our combined strategy has reduced the overall effectiveness. We can further hypothesize that these two normative strategies have probably reduced the effectiveness of this strategy when applied to superior rooms. Indeed, the results show that the effectiveness of these strategies appears to be influenced by the type of room in which they are used. In concrete terms, the use of social norms seems more effective in standard rooms. These results could be explained by the different motivations of guests, in superior and standard rooms, to conform to descriptive norms. Using the aggregate/collection model (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 1998, 2009), we can hypothesize that the individual’s tendency to conform to social norms partly depends on factors such as the perception of his/her status. Thus, in a hotel comprising various room categories, guests of superior rooms might think they enjoy higher status in the establishment (they stay in rooms that are more prestigious and more expensive). This perception could then lead them to define themselves as a “collection group” and they might wish to differentiate themselves from other guests (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 2009). A collection group can be defined as a group of individuals promoting personal identity, singularity and individual differences (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 2009).

Different results (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 1998, 2006, 2009) show that this conception of the group seems to be more marked in socially dominant groups. This could explain the reduced prescriptive power of using social norms in superior rooms. On the contrary, we can hypothesize that the guests of standard rooms who cannot claim this dominant status define themselves as an “aggregate group” (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 2009). Unlike the collection group, this conception of the group is found, for the most part, in socially-dominated groups, which see themselves as homogenous and uniform (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 2009). In consequence, it should be easier for them to identify themselves with the model proposed by the normative message and thus be more inclined to follow its instructions. As a result, it would be pertinent to test the extent to which normative appeals using either the injunctive dimension or the descriptive dimension could have different effects depending on the type of room in which they are used.

This could also be explained by the fact that our normative appeal was too generic. Indeed, according to Cialdini and Goldstein (2004); Goldstein et al. (2008), individuals’ feeling of belonging to descriptive norms is affected by the degree of similarity and belonging between the individual and the group to which these norms refer. In the case of towel reuse, Goldstein et al. (2008) have shown that the use of provincial norms generates more reuse than the use of general norms. In other words, indicating to clients that the majority of guests staying in the same room as them performed the requested behavior (specific norm) is more effective than merely referring to all of a hotel’s clients (general norm). We hypothesize that clients in superior rooms do not identify themselves with the other guests, which explains why they are not motivated to follow the recommendations of the normative message. This hypothesis should be tested in future research.

The interaction observed between the norms and the room type was not expected. Actually, the results of our analysis should be nuanced for several reasons. First, the sample sizes were different between the two room types and the distribution of room types under the experiments’ conditions was not equivalent. We maintained this analysis because the results were significant and can be backed up by theory. Moreover, our results pave the way for research that will control, more rigorously, how inter-individual differences and/or status of rooms can influence the effectiveness of the persuasion strategies used by hotels. Finally, the assignment of hotel rooms to the different experimental groups was not completely done at random. The main reason is that under certain conditions guests could put the sign outside their hotel room to show their commitment. Thus, we have chosen to group rooms with the same experimental conditions on the same floors to avoid situations in which guests see signs that are not available in their rooms. Consequently, these effects should be reproduced more formally before generalizations can be made.

It is interesting to note that, like other studies seeking to increase the effectiveness of messages encouraging guests to re-use their towels (Goldstein et al., 2008; Schultz et al., 2008), the effect sizes obtained in this study are relatively small. However, the behavioral changes obtained could be important for hoteliers. Indeed, compared with the usual strategy, the strategies offered (in this paper) enable hotels to significantly reduce the average number of towels they must replace. Compared with the standard situation, 1) the normative message led to a decrease of 18.18% in the number of towels to replace, 2) the commitment strategy led to a decrease of 19.66% in the number of towels to replace, and finally, 3) the combined strategy led to a decrease of 22.72% in the number of towels to replace. In consequence, we can consider that the changes obtained are satisfactory.

Researchers in the field of environmental psychology insist on the importance of developing intervention tools that are adapted to target situations and audiences (Steg & Vlek, 2009). The results obtained in the present study lead us to question the link between pro-environmental strategies and inter-individual differences. Future research should consider this dimension as it would make it possible to identify the most effective strategies depending on the targeted audience.
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